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What Happens When Two Old Bloggers
Get Together to Talk NFL GMs?
Darren Campbell, is a good friend of mine, and an old time
Vikings blogger that many of you used to read. Darren used
to write Grant's Tomb and also as co-author of Kick Ass
Blog. He wanted to tackle the subject of NFL GMs and how
exactly Rick Spielman rates against his contemporaries. We
all have opinions on how well or badly he has done over his
tenure with the Vikes, but how does it actually compare?
Darren asked me to help. You know me as Dave from Good
Morning Gjallarhorn partnered with Ted Glover and Drew
Bunting, or with my pen name Luft Krigare, and way back
from Luft's Locker Room and the Sporting News. Darren has
done most of the work here and has penned some thought
provoking looks at just where the Vikings and Rick Spielman
stand against the rest of the league. Please enjoy the
analysis, and by all means, let us know what you think.

How It All Starts
I had some time on my hands two weeks
ago, and I started to think about all the
chatter I’ve heard since the Vikings season
ended about the performance of Vikings
general manager Rick Spielman.
It’s fair to say the consensus among the
fans I’ve read who have commented on
the subject is that Spielman is a dope who
hasn’t done a good job and it’s time for
owners Zygi and Mark Wilf to replace him.
Spielman was named Minnesota’s general
manager on January 3, 2012. The 2019
season was his eighth in that role. I’ve had
mixed feelings about him as Vikes GM.
Overall, the Vikings have fielded
competitive teams during his time as the
GM. But other than 2017, they haven’t
been considered an elite NFL team.

Rick Spielman

The question is: do we have a turkey running the show or a savvy football man who will soon steer us
to our first Super Bowl title?
I decided to compare Spielman’s performance with the 30 other GMs that were in the league in 2019
with the extra time on my hands last week. The Houston Texans are the only NFL team currently

John Dorsey
without an official GM, and
two of the guys who were
GMs in 2019 – John Dorsey
and Bruce Allen – were fired
shortly after the season
ended. But I’ve included both
in this analysis anyway.

After spending multiple hours
on Wikipedia and the Pro
Football Reference site to
learn who the GMs were for
every team and compile the
records of each team under
the various GMs, I had enough data to do the analysis.

Bruce Allen

The results of this labor can be found in this post. While I gathered a good portion of the data and
organized it, David Stefano added to it and double-checked it for errors and omissions. He also is the
guy who developed the data chart and cover page for this collaborative, dual-nation effort post (I’m
Canuck. He’s a Yank.) The results are sweet. Thanks, David, for spending so much time on this.
Anyway, I decided to base these rankings solely on what has happened on the field since 2012 –
Spielman’s first season as Vikings GM. A few of the guys on the chart have been GMs longer than
2012 and accomplished some great things pre-2012. But it didn’t seem fair to include those results in
the evaluation when Spielman technically wasn’t our GM before 2012. You may disagree. However,
that is the call I made.
And as I mentioned above, I only included the GMs who were
working for their teams as of the end of the 2019 season. There
have been plenty of GMs who worked for various franchises since
2012 who weren’t GMs in 2019. Some have been very good at
their jobs (Ozzie Newsome). Some have not (Doug Whaley). But
those guys aren’t the ones
Spielman and the Vikings will be
competing against next season,
which is why I didn’t include them
in the comparison. (However, this
could be a good follow up exercise
in the future – compare Spielman’s
GM record against all the GMS
who have been employed in the
NFL during his tenure.)
After compiling the stats, I grouped
the GMs into eight tiers. And
because the goal of any GM should
be to assemble a team that wins
the Super Bowl, that was my gold
standard.
Ozzie Newsome

Doug Whaley

If, for example, Spielman had won a Super Bowl in his eight years
as Vikings GM (he has not, as you are all aware) , he’d be ranked

ahead of every GM on this list who hadn’t won a Super Bowl – even if those other GMs had compiled
superior win-loss records and percentages during that time.
Again, you may disagree with this ranking criterion. But that’s what I did.
That is also how I approached ranking the various GMs in each tier. They weren’t ranked solely on
the best and worst win-loss records and percentages but more on the significance of those wins.

The Tiers
Here are the tiers:
Tier 1, The Hoodie Tier: GMs with multiple Super Bowl titles on their resumes.
(There is only one guy in this tier during the 2012-2019 timeframe – care to
guess who it is? Lol.)
Tier 2, The Ron Wolf Tier: GMs with one Super Bowl title.
Tier 3: GMs who reached the Super Bowl at least once but didn’t win a title.
Tier 4: GMs whose team or teams made the playoffs and reached at least one
conference championship game.
Tier 5: GMs whose team or teams made multiple playoff appearances but didn’t
make it to a conference championship game.
Tier 6: GMs who made it to the playoffs once with their respective team or
teams.
Tier 7, The Matt Millen Tier: GMS who didn’t make the playoffs at all with their
team or teams.
Tier 8, To Early To Tell Tier: This tier was for GMs I felt didn’t have quite enough
service time to make a fair assessment on whether they are better or worse
than Spielman. I decided a GM had to be on the job at least three years to be
included in this exercise. That’s why the Ravens Eric DeCosta and the Raiders
Mike Mayock (one year each as GMs) and TTFW’s[ (] (That Team From
Wisconsin) Brian Gutekunst (two years as GM) are in this tier.
How did I decide who was ranked where in each tier? Well, that requires a bit
more explanation and I don’t want to bore you all getting into all the details. If
you have a specific question, write it in the comments section of this post and I’ll
answer it there. But basically, I made those calls the
same way I grouped guys into different tiers.
For example, the Broncos John Elway is ranked as the
#3 GM in this exercise (that will shock some of you who
have watched the Broncos struggle since Peyton
Manning retired.) Why is he ranked higher than Kansas
City’s boy wonder Brett Veach if they both have one
Super Bowl title and two conference championship
appearances to their credit?
It’s because Elway’s Denver teams went to two Super

John Elway

Brett Veach

Bowls, and because his teams won four division titles and went to the
playoff four times. Veach’s Chiefs teams went to one Super Bowl, have
won two divisional titles and been to the playoffs three times. In my view,
Elway’s body of work trumps Veach’s slightly because of the four
divisional titles and four playoff appearances. This is where you say, ‘But
Veach has only been a GM for three years, Darren!’ That’s true and
considering Veach has Pat Mahomes as his QB and Elway has either
Joe Flacco or Drew Lock or some yet-to-be-drafted kid, I’m sure Veach
will pass him soon enough. But as of right now, an extra Super Bowl
appearance, two extra divisional titles and one extra playoff appearance
puts Elway ahead of Veach, even if Elway has been a GM much longer

than Veach.
There were also two instances where I did not follow my own ranking
criteria. Those instances involve Jaguars GM David Caldwell and the
recently fired Bruce Allen in Washington.
They are both ranked in Tier 7. However, based on my criteria
Caldwell should have been in Tier 3 because Jacksonville made the
AFC conference championship game in 2017. However, that’s the
only winning season the Jags have had on Caldwell’s watch, and the
franchise has been a searing dumpster fire every other season.
Looking at the franchise’s .321 winning percentage in his seven
seasons as GM, I couldn’t put Caldwell in Tier 3. He belongs in tier 7.
He’s been terrible.

David Caldwell

The same goes for Allen. My criteria say he should be in Tier 6 as Washington made the playoffs
once – in 2012. But his teams have the worst winning percentage (.300) of any GM on this list and
he’s probably done more to make this proud franchise a league laughingstock than any GM the team
has had. As such, I think he belongs firmly
in Tier 7 despite the playoff appearance in
2012.
I’ll make one last general comment before
dealing with the Spielman stuff.
Bill Belichick is considered the greatest
head coach in NFL history. He should also
be considered the greatest GM in league
history. He’s been the Patriots GM since
2009. But from 2000 through 2008 he was
basically the co-GM with Scott Pioli. And
when it comes to NFL GMs, there is Darth
Belichick and then there is everyone else.
Look at the record since he was hired by
the Patriots in 2000. Six Super Bowl
championship appearances. Nine Super
Bowl appearances. Thirteen conference
championships and 16 divisional titles.
Ridiculous.
Bill Belichick

Let's Take a Look at How All These GMs Fall
into the Ranking System From 2012 to Present.

You will see all the GMs above and the tiers that they fall in.
They are shown with their current and former team, if they
had one, and the dates that they have been the GM, de
facto GM, or with the personnel title. Also, included is the
number of head coaches and primary quarterbacks since
2012. Those numbers were added to see if a pattern
revealed itself. Then, you can see their overall career
numbers.

Okay. Enough of the small
talk. Let’s get to Spielman.
I have him ranked as the #12 GM in the NFL. That’s sort of
good. It means there are lots of guys ranked below him –
including two in the NFC North.

Still, I’ve got 11 GMs ranked higher than him. It’s also worth mentioning that there are nine GMs that
have been in that role as long or longer than Spielman – Belichick, Elway, Seattle’s John Schneider,
Philly’s Howie Roseman, Atlanta’s Tom Dimitroff, Pittsburgh’s Kevin Colbert, New Orleans’ Mickey
Loomis, Cincy’s Mike Brown/Duke Tobin combo and Dallas’ Jerry Jones – and only Brown/Tobin and
Jones have failed to get their teams to a Super Bowl.
If an NFL GM’s job is to get his team to the Super Bowl and win it, Spielman hasn’t done that. Sure,
the Vikings have been competitive. But do you want the Vikes to be – as my buddy and diehard Vikes
fan, Drew Bunting likes to say, "king of the dipshit teams"?
No. You want them to be Super Bowl champions. Spielman has had eight years to get them there
[longer if you consider he had his hand in the team's construction since 2006 as VP of Personnel and
part of the Triangle of Authority]. He hasn’t made it happen yet, and what is there in his resume as an
NFL executive and player personnel guy to suggest he can get them there if the Wilf’s give him
another eight years?
The biggest red flag with Spielman the GM is not his failure to build a strong offensive line in
Minnesota during his tenure or his annoying habit of trading back in every draft to accumulate dozens
of 7th round picks. The biggest issue with keeping Spielman as the Vikings GM is the poor decisions
he has made at the quarterback position.

Christian Ponder, Matt Cassel [not shown], Teddy Bridgewater, Sam Bradford, Case Keenum, and Kirk Cousins

It all started with the selection of Christian Ponder in 2011. Spielman wasn’t officially the GM then.
However, he was running the Vikings drafts and had a lot of say in who the team drafted that year.
After the Vikings picked him, Ponder was mostly horrible and that decision continues to haunt the
franchise to this day.
With Ponder flaming out and leaving the Vikes after the 2013 season, it forced the team into a series
of other moves and costly use of draft capital, and eventually actual capital, to find a franchise QB.
Spielman traded up to get the last pick in the first round in 2014 to select Teddy Bridgewater. That
didn’t work out due to a catastrophic knee injury. Then he traded a first-round pick in 2016 for Sam
Bradford and we learned later about his bad knees. That didn't work out. Even when Case Keenum

came in for Bradford and led the team to 13 wins, he was not determined to be franchise worthy and
released. That didn’t work out. Then, in 2018 he signs the $84 million dollar man, Kirk Cousins.
Cousins can make all the throws.
He puts up pretty stats every year.
He even had his best year as a pro
in 2019 and won a playoff game
(On. The. Road.), but he doesn’t
inspire much confidence that he can
win the big games, nor the biggest
game of them all. This move
doesn’t seem like it’s going to work
out, either.

Kirk Cousins leads game winning drive in OT vs the Saints.

If the Vikings are going to need to
finally find their next franchise QB,
do they leave that task in the hands
of a guy who has tried to do it four
previous times and failed each
time? The answer should be a hard
‘no’.

But who would replace him?
One option would be to promote Vikings assistant general manager
George Paton to the GM job.
I wouldn’t be sold on that choice though. I’ve read Paton is highly
respected around the league for his talent evaluation. He’s also
tagged along with Rick everywhere the guy has gone. It almost seems
like Paton is Spielman’s protégé? If the Vikings need someone who
does things differently and better than Spielman, would it make sense
to turn to a guy who is obviously going to be influenced by how
Spielman runs a team and evaluates pro and college players?
George Paton
If not looking inward, the Wilf’s would have to look outward. Teams
looking for new coaches or executives usually like to get guys from winning programs, so it would
make sense to go after someone below Veach in the Chiefs organization or DeCosta in Baltimore.
And the Patriots are always a popular hunting ground for GMs. Six current GMs have their roots in
the New England franchise.

One person I would strongly consider as a replacement for Spielman is a name already on this list
and who is currently unemployed – John Dorsey.
I’d be concerned that Dorsey has parted ways abruptly with the Chiefs in his first GM job and just got
canned two years into being the GM in Cleveland (does he not get along with his bosses?) But
Dorsey also has a pretty strong drafting record as a GM. With the Chiefs he drafted Travis Kelce,
Chris Jones, Tyreek Hill, Kareem Hunt, Marcus Peters, Dee Ford and Patrick Mahomes. With the
Browns he drafted Myles Garrett, Nick Chubb, Denzel Ward and Greedy Williams.
It’s Dorsey’s QB selections that would really pique my interest. While Spielman can’t get it right,
Dorsey drafted Mahomes. Dorsey was also TTFW’s director of college scouting when the team
drafted Aaron Rodgers. The returns aren’t looking quite as promising with his last QB selection –
Baker Mayfield. But two out of three ain’t bad. It certainly beats Spielman’s record.

This post should give us all a base to refer to when considering his record as Vikings GM more
objectively.
It hasn’t been a bad run. But not good enough to separate Minnesota from the NFL’s middle class.
We want the Vikings to be the NFL’s ruling class. After eight years, it doesn’t seem like we are going
to get there with Rick. It’s time to move on.

Epilogue
I would like to thank Darren for this opportunity to collaborate on this study of where Rick Spielman
falls compared to his contemporaries. It seemed to me being based on results messured in wins and
playoff appearances and wins, that this is sort of like looking at QB wins. Most fans look at that stat as
inaccurate because there are so many external factors that can affect the results, but when you take
it over a career, it becomes more and more accurate. After 8 seasons and 5 starting, we see that Kirk
Cousins is just a slightly over .500 QB even with the gaudy stats. We hope for more improvement like
we do with Rick Spielman. Rick, by the way, for his career as a personnel guy/de facto GM and GM
has just about the same, with a barely over .500 record.
Rick Spielman executive career from Pro Football Reference

I feel the 2020 season most likely will be the do or die season for Rick. I just don't see enough overall
in his 15 years to overcome his faults and get the Vikings to a Super Bowl win. Do you?
SKOL!

